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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
QAGOMA’s Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT)
is the only exhibition series of the 160 biennials and triennials
currently staged worldwide to focus on the contemporary art of
Asia, Australia and the Pacific. ‘The 8th Asia Pacific Triennial of
Contemporary Art’ (APT8) features over 80 artists, filmmakers
and performers from more than 30 countries, and reflects
the vigour of a number of new and expanding creative centres
throughout the region. APT8 also features 17 Australian and
Indigenous Australian artists. For the first time, artists from
Mongolia, Nepal, Iraq, Kyrgyz Republic and Georgia are included.
Among the special focus projects is a major display of indigenous
Indian art and the contemporary performance project Yumi
Danis (We Dance), co-curated by ni–Vanuatu author and musician
Marcel Meltherorong and developed with Kanak artist Nicolas
Molé and 15 performers.
APT8 has an emphasis on performance, including live action,
video and kinetic art, as well as figurative painting and sculpture.
Many of the artists explore how the human form is used to
express cultural, social and political ideas at a time of enormous
change. Suggestions for exploring the Australian Curriculum are
outlined below.

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
CROSS-CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
HISTORIES AND CULTURES (ATSIHC)

APT8 continues QAGOMA’s tradition of featuring the work
of leading contemporary Indigenous Australian artists. Brook
Andrew’s Intervening time installation, and its connection to
the Gallery’s Australian collection, relates to the organising
ideas (people, culture, country/place) of the ATSIHC crosscurriculum priority.

ASIA AND AUSTRALIA’S ENGAGEMENT WITH ASIA
The APT8 Education Resource provides information and
classroom activities that directly relate to a diverse range of
Asian artists and their work. The resource assists students
to learn more about Asian societies, cultures, beliefs and
environments.
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GEOGRAPHY
FOUNDATION
TO YEAR 2

YEARS 3 AND 4

YEARS 5 AND 6

ACHGK002
ACHGS001

ACHGK019
ACHGK025

ACHGK029
ACHGK033

FOUNDATION
TO YEAR 2

YEARS 3 AND 4

YEARS 5 AND 6

Responding:
ACAVAR109

Responding:
ACAVAR113

Responding:
ACAVAR117

Making:
ACAVAM106

Making:
ACAVAM111

Making:
ACAVAM116

FOUNDATION
TO YEAR 2

YEARS 3 AND 4

YEARS 5 AND 6

ACADRM027
ACADRM028

ACADRM031
ACADRM032

ACADRM037
ACADRR038

FOUNDATION
TO YEAR 2

YEARS 3 AND 4

YEARS 5 AND 6

ACADAM001
ACADAM003

ACADAM005
ACADAM007

ACADAM009
ACADAM011

FOUNDATION
TO YEAR 2

YEARS 3 AND 4

YEARS 5 AND 6

ACSSU017
ACSSU033

ACSSU044
ACSSU073

ACSSU043
ACSSU094

VISUAL ARTS

DRAMA

DANCE

SCIENCE

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is an important concept for many exhibiting artists
in APT8. Students can be inspired by the novel and innovative
ways APT8 artists reinterpret ‘junk’ or abandoned places and
objects, which may be of service once more in society. APT8
artists encourage action that is future-focused and socially just.

Featuring 12
commissioned artworks
and interactive projects
by APT8 exhibiting artists,
students can explore ideas through
performance, images and sound.
APT8 Kids is on display at the Gallery of Modern Art
(GOMA) and Queensland Art Gallery (QAG), and is touring
to regional Queensland venues. For more information,
visit qagoma.qld.gov.au/whats-on/kids/kids-apt

FOR THE CLASSROOM
The accompanying Student Resource addresses selected artworks from the exhibition. Relevant classroom activities
relating to these artworks are listed below. Artist names are hyperlinked providing further information and artwork
images. For more information, visit qagoma.qld.gov.au/apt8/artists

ARTIST

FOR DISCUSSION / ACTIVITIES

ANIDA YOEU ALI

Draw the elements of a bug on each face of a cube template, e.g. head, legs, antennae
and wings. Fold and glue the faces into a dice. In small groups, roll the dice and whichever
element appears face up, move in the way you imagine that part of the insect may move.
Once all the members of the group have had a turn rolling the dice, join together to create
the body of a bug. See how long you can move together as a bug without moving apart.

NGE LAY

Look closely at your classroom. Which areas show a sense of belonging or are important
learning areas for you? Take photographs or make sketches of a particular space and
create a photo story that conveys how it makes you feel.

NOMIN BOLD

Design a maze that reflects your own life. In the centre, draw an image of yourself doing
something calm and reflective. Draw small pictures in your maze of ‘obstacles’ that cause
‘detours’ in your daily life.

ASIM WAQIF

Imagine you are a town-planner and are required to produce a code of practice for homes
in your city; the focus will be on the use of materials that are environmentally friendly or
recycled. List five materials/features you would specify and why. Draw a design of a model
house, labelling the materials and special features, e.g. water tanks, solar panels, recycled
glass windows, etc.

HAEGUE YANG

Find three-dimensional geometric items in your house to bring to school. With a partner,
think about how to use these items to create a mobile that will move and change in form
when suspended. Photograph the mobile from different angles to document the changes
in appearance.

YUMI DANIS (WE DANCE)

As a class, discuss how you will decorate a wall in your classroom to reflect each student.
Draw objects or activities that represent who you are.

FOCUS:
SONIA CHITRAKAR

Working in groups, choose a well-known tale or picture book. Discuss how to make these
images flow as if they are all part of one artwork. Illustrate one aspect of the story. Join
the group’s pictures together and then wrap the ends around two long cardboard tubes
to create a scroll. Rehearse and then present your story as you reveal each part of the
illustrated scroll.
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